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PREFACEPREFACEPREFACE

It's our pleasure to announce the very
first edition of 'Anubhuti', the annual
magazine of SPIC MACAY Maharaja
Agrasen College Chapter. We aim to
introduce students to India's rich
cultural heritage.

This volume is a diverse and wonderful
collection of ideas, characters, voices
and backgrounds, that aims to brighten
the eyes of the reader in with every
aspect of our cultural heritage. The
diversity of varied performances are
reflected in our pages. The works in the
publication were selected with the
philosophy of classical dance, classical
music, various art and craft modules
and a lot more. 

We hope that every single page of our
endeavor appeals to the senses of our 
 readers as every page depicts a story
reflecting our rich culture, community
and college. We believe that this small
effort of ours will surely instill pride in
our readers for our country, and our
legacy! 

With a deep sense of gratitude and
sincere thanks, under the grace of God,
we take this opportunity to present
before you all  ANUBHUTI'21.

Happy Reading!
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Arivaci & Co.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTACKNOWLEDGEMENTACKNOWLEDGEMENT

A college is a building surrounded by four walls with the future inside.
Therefore, the activities of cultural council are needed to recognize and
utilize the hidden talents for the upliftment and progress of students.
However, it would not have been possible without the kind support and
help of many individuals. We would like to extend our sincere thanks to
all of them, who have helped us in making the SPIC MACAY MAC
Chapter as vibrant as it stands today.

We would like to thank our honorable Principal, Prof. Sanjeev Kumar
Tiwari Sir for always supporting us whenever needed. We would like to
express our immense gratitude to the Convener of our ECA Committee,
Dr. Debosmita Paul for her kind encouragement and constant support.
We would also like to thank Dr. Chhavi Bhatnagar for being the source of
our strength and enthusiasm, for guiding and helping us through all the
milestones that we have achieved so far. Our heartfelt thanks and
appreciation for all the senior volunteers, to name a few Mr. Karan Nanda
Sir, Mr. Nikhil Nagar, Mr. Vikram Sir and Mr. Sreyansh who have helped us
throughout in developing this chapter and fostering activities in East
Delhi and Noida regions.

At last but not the least, the contributions made by our volunteers and
team members from time to time, as and when required has helped us
to achieve it all, and take forth our cause to our lovely viewers and
readers.
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This is India — a brilliant engine of talent, ingenuity, free expression and compassion and grace, at its
best. The consistent efforts and continuous support from our students and faculty members, make
me feel proud. The sheer talent and dedication the students of SPIC MACAY Maharaja Agrasen
College Chapter have shown even when their energies were a little damped due to programs being
shifted to digital platform, is commendable. From various aesthetic events on prestigious occasions,
to a 13-day long online series of events, VIRASAT'21, from developing a new research module
ANVESHANA, to this completely new initiative of an annual magazine, ANUBHUTI, i.e. to experience,
SPIC MACAY Maharaja Agrasen College Chapter has consistently worked to serve the cause and
create a positive impact in the modern education. I've seen the hard-work they have put in
organizing various events and workshops. I also bore witness to the joy and happiness they felt on
successful conduction of these.

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate everyone associated with our college and SPIC
MACAY MAC Chapter for all that you have done to transform education and for creating a positive
impact on all of us. I am confident that our Maharaja Agrasen College, being the mentor Institute
acclaimed by SPIC MACAY for all its activities of East Delhi and Noida region will serve well to the
noble cause and continue its success.

Jai Hind!

Message from 
Principal
I write to you during what has been the most
surreal and challenging start to an academic
year that any of us have experienced. While
the pandemic caused us to move to remote
learning and working, Maharaja Agrasen
College's faculty and staff members
continued to work not only for the
betterment of our students but also for the
culture of our nation and for the environment
of our planet. We are a country of thinkers, of
seekers, of culture, of righteousness. Prof. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari



I would like to congratulate the team of students led by Divyanshu Kumar for this endeavor. I would
also extend my heartiest gratitude to SPIC MACAY for moulding the students so well and inspiring
them enough to come out with this magazine. Heartfelt thanks to Dr. Chhavi Bhatanagar, Faculty
Coordinator of SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter for being the guiding spirit for these young minds. 
Last, but most importantly, I am thankful to Chairman Sir, Treasurer Sir and Principal Sir for their
unconditional support in all the efforts of the ECA Committee and especially to the SPIC MACAY MAC
Chapter. 

I am sure that readers will appreciate the magazine and also learn from it. 

Message from ECA
Convener
It gives me immense pleasure to present
'Anubhuti' to the readers. Anubhuti is a
culmination of a year-long Anveshana that
these volunteers of SPIC MACAY MAC
Chapter undertook to understand the rich
culture that is India. I should say that this
process has also enlightened them enough
to understand themselves.

It is merely a show of their grit that they
could think of this innovative idea of bringing
out a magazine in such harsh circumstances
and fulfil this commitment in due time.

Dr. Debosmita Paul
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Message from Faculty
Coordinator

It is yet another effort of the team to have every student of the college experience and understand the
importance of our vast Indian Heritage. The volunteers of SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter have undertook yet
another task, a method to present before the readers, the mysticism embodied in rich cultural heritage of
our nation. It is not a mere magazine but a glance of every corner of India. I congratulate the entire team
of SPIC MACAY MAC for taking up this initiative and successfully accomplishing it.

I am really thankful to Chairman Sir, Principal Sir for their unconditional support in this noble cause. Also,
a heartfelt thanks to our MAC ECA Convener, Dr. Debosmita Paul for her eternal support to all the
enthusiasts. Special thanks to the ECA Committee and to all the senior volunteers of East Delhi - Noida
Chapter who have always supported and helped the student volunteers of our college.

I am sure that the readers will appreciate the genuine efforts of team SPIC MACAY MAC and get a much
clearer insight into the rich cultural heritage of our nation.

"To love our country is to know it better".

India is a country of vast diversity and rich culture
and SPIC MACAY is helping the youth to know it
better. Therefore, I being the faculty coordinator of
SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter, am delighted and very
proud to present a new and beautiful initiative of
an annual magazine, 'Anubhuti'. Anubhuti, that is
"To Experience",  The combined  efforts that the
team of SPIC MACAY MAC have put into serving
the cause. Beginning from all the mystic events to
the research based Know Your India Series,
'Anveshana', SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter have made
us immensely proud.

Dr. Chhavi Bhatnagar
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SPIC      MACAY

MAHARAJA AGRASEN COLLEGE 
CHAPTER

 

Society for Promotion of Indian Classical Music
And Culture Amongst Youth – SPIC MACAY, in
short – is a  non-profit voluntary organization
registered under  Registrar of Society Act for
the creation of awareness about our rich
cultural heritage among the young ones in
schools, colleges and other educational
institutions. 

Heritage Education and Volunteerism are the
mainstay of SPIC MACAY. With these objectives
in mind, SPIC MACAY programs are being held
in educational institutions for the past 43 years
through efforts of thousands of young and not
so young volunteers all over the country.
Dozens of Classical and Folk art forms, Crafts
and other creatives – classic films, literature,
painting, theatre and the likes – perform in
schools and colleges, at a very nominal
honorarium, for the realization of our mission of
reaching every school going child in India by
2025. On an average, 5000+ programs are held
in educational institutions all over India in a
year. However, we still have a long way to go.
With over 44 years of journey, many
recognitions and governmental support, SPIC
MACAY continues to serve the cause of
preserving and taking the cultural heritage to
masses both on national and global levels.

WHY SPICMACAYABOUT SPICMACAY
An estimated 95%+ of our youth are not
exposed to our Indian Heritage. They would be
the audiences tomorrow. The more audiences
grow, the more good performers there are, the
more the arts will flourish. With the
breakdown of joint families, the generational
trickle-down of culture is now missing. Parents
are unable to take their children to Indian
cultural performances because of their long
office hours or the academic pressures of the
children. 

If some art forms are allowed to perish, it will
be impossible to revive the diversity, and
richness of yesteryears. Great discoveries of our
inner selves made by our ancestors and
reflected through dhrupad, koodiyattam,
rudra veena, sarangi, gottuvadyam are on the
verge of extinction today. SPIC MACAY gives
an opportunity to such art forms in our
programs organized all over the country.
Indian culture has evolved over thousands of
years through experimentation. Heritage and
Culture is for the upliftment of the individual
and society. The world recognizes the
uniqueness and values of our culture and we
should too.
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THE TWO YEARS JOURNEY
OF SPIC MACAY MAC

CHAPTER 

"If we are to preserve the culture, we must continue
to create, practice and adore it ".

It all started with a few words, words of wisdom by
an admiring personality, Dr. Sunil Sondhi Sir. The
orientation of SPIC MACAY in academic year 2019-
2020 was to set up a new beginning. Maharaja
Agrasen College was accredited as the host
institution for all activities of SPIC MACAY in East
Delhi - Noida region. Thus, SPIC MACAY Maharaja
Agrasen College Chapter continues to spread
awareness about immense activities in the 
 institution and regions in vicinity along with the
responsibility to inspire everyone to serve the
cause.

From making teams, from hosting programs, from
inviting principals and teacher representatives of
different schools and colleges, to conducting movie
screenings under the module of Cinema Classics
namely 'The Great Dictator' and 'The Modern Times'
in our conference hall, SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter 
 started with a humble beginning but continues to
work hard with great grit and determination to
create a positive impact through a holistic
approach. Our work took a big leap when on the
occasion of 150th Gandhi Jayanti, we screened 'The
Making Of Mahatma' by Shyam Benegal in Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel auditorium. We witnessed a
wonderful performance by SAMYANTAR and
experienced a beautiful Heritage walk to Gandhi
National Museum and the Nature Walk to Okhla
Bird Sanctuary in November 2019.

The weekly Saturday meeting in Modern School,
Delhi was always a place to learn and earn new
bonds and a family, which eventually helped in
building an everlasting team to serve the cause.

Progressively, in the month of February 2020, for the
very first time we headed towards organizing an 8-
day long SPIC MACAY VIRASAT series consisting a
total of 7 events, ranging from Classical Music (Vocal
& Instrumental), Puppetry, Heritage Walks and
Mediation to 3-day Workshops with a handful of
freshers and seniors who did countless efforts from
building up a team to collecting resources and
testing all preparations and decorations. 

The festive left its mark so gracefully on the hearts
and minds of people that the ECA Committee
decided to consider SPIC MACAY Maharaja Agrasen
Chapter as a separate wing of MAC ECA.

But where there is growth, there is always a
challenge. It was the time when our nation was
fighting from the 1st wave of the novel COVID-19
virus, and the national lockdown. Our faculty
coordinator, Dr. Chhavi Bhatnagar said, "Focus on
the action, the result shall follow". And yes, it did!
Organizing events online is a completely new
environment for the mentors as well as the learners
but all of it became easy by recalling the admirable
words of Dr. Kiran Seth - "Getting the task to its final
completion/goal is what matters the most, we kept
on trying to build one".

Productively in the month of September, SPIC
MACAY MAC chapter stepped into organizing an
event as a tribute to all the Gurus/Teachers by
inviting a Kathak Exponent, Vidhushi Shovana
Narayan ji for the concert which concluded
successfully. It also organized a movie screening of
Satyajit Ray's famous movie 'Sonar Kella' as a tribute
to him on his centenary year.

It was followed by introducing a research project
named 'Anveshana', wherein the research team of
SPIC MACAY MAC would research, present and
experience various art forms and rich and diverse
heritage of our nation because we believe "To Love
Our Country, Is To Know It Better".

Article by Divyanshu Kumar
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The entry of 1st year students to the college leads to
the new journey of all the members of our family
who were just invited to be a part of this beautiful
cause. Meanwhile, SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter also
contributed to the celebrations of Republic Day and
Prarambh'21.

The month of February was nothing less than a big
challenge for organizing our annual event
VIRASAT'21, a 13-day long event to be witnessed for
the first time in the history of MAC. We showcased
Koodiyattam, Madhubani, Kathak, Rajasthani Folk
art forms, a Virtual walk to NGMA and a mystical
concert of Rudra Veena. Everyone enjoyed the
events and in a matter of 2 weeks we touched the
hearts of hundreds of people and successfully
established yet another milestone.

Moving on to yet another innovative idea, we
created what you are witnessing right now-
ANUBHUTI. Anubhuti, the annual magazine of SPIC
MACAY MAC Chapter is a culmination of our
activities, talents of our family and most
importantly, the work done by our research team,
Anveshana. In this volume, research work  focusing
on the Northernmost beauty of our nation has also
been presented. 

LET'S EXPERIENCE IT ALL BETTER, TOGETHER!
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ACADEMIC

YEAR 2019- 2020

YEAR 2020-2021
VIRASAT SERIES

VIRASAT SERIES
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Academic year
2019-20

28th Aug
2019

25th Jul
2019

On 28th August, the very first movie screening was
organised in the conference room. It was done under
the 'Cinema Classics' part of SPIC MACAY programs. The
movie - 'The Great Dicatator' by Charlie Chaplin was
successfully screened with about 40 viewers. On 31st
August another movie - 'The Modern Times' by Charie
Chaplin was also screened.

On 29th August a Planning Meeting was
organised in the conference hall of Maharaja
Agrasen College. The main agenda of the meeting
was the introduction and an increased
indulgence of nearby schools and colleges in SPIC
MACAY activities. To our success, we have had an
attendance of around 20 guests (including
Principals, teachers and student representatives
of around 8 different institutes). With this we were
on an increased pace of organising programs and
activities and reaching out to a large number of
children, thus helping to fulfill the main motive of
this movement.

The very first Saturday meeting was held on 10th
August 2019. We discussed future plans, and
events to be conducted in and around our
colleges. The major emphasis was on the
expansion of SPIC MACAY in nearby schools and
colleges. New volunteers joined us and the
movement took a new leap towards glory.

Future Planning
10th Aug

2019

Movie Screening

Planning Meeting

29th Aug
2019

Orientation Program
Orientation of SPIC MACAY was held at Vallabhbhai
Patel Auditorium. Around 700 students were
addressed by Dr. Sunil Sondhi (Principal, MAC).
Students were introduced to our Indian culture and
what SPIC MACAY is constantly doing for its
promotion. Students were delighted to know about
this movement. Our college soon turned out to be the
centre for weekly Saturday meetings in the college
premises (10am - 12 noon). 
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The Making of Mahatma

Heritage Walk

Nature Walk

Virasat 2019-20

1st Oct. 
2019

2nd Oct. 
2019

10th Nov 
2019

On our way to celebrate the 150th birth anniversary of
the father of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi, we
organised a Heritage Walk to National Gandhi Museum
on 2nd October, 2019. Students from many colleges of
University Of Delhi joined us and the walk was
conducted successfully under the guidance of senior
SPIC MACAY volunteers.

On 10 November, 2019, SPIC MACAY
MAC, organised a Nature Walk to Okhla
Bird Sanctuary. Many volunteers both
senior and juniors joined us to view the
beautiful scenery of birds flapping their
wings and flying high up in the sky. 

2nd Oct. 
2019

To know more about our culture and heritage, SPIC
MACAY organises the cultural festival named VIRASAT
annually. Virasat comprise a perfect blend of all
aspects of Indian Cultural Heritage .
In 2020, VIRASAT series was organised from 24th
February to 2nd March where different cultural events
like classical music, dance, Heritage walk, puppet
show etc. were organised and many students
participated and interacted in the the 8-day long
cultural festival. 

SPIC MACAY celebrated the 150th birth anniversary of
the father of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi ji. 
On October 1, the screening of Shyam Benegal's, 'The
Making Of Mahatma' took place in our college
Auditorium. A lot of students, teachers and volunteers
sat together to watch this beautiful documentary. The
event witnessed a beautiful patriotic performance by
'Samyantar - The Hindi Theatre Society of MAC' and 
 attendees also witnessed the proud moment of
honoring the house keeping staff of our college.
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MOHAN VEENA

PT. VISHWA MOHAN BHATT JI

PUPPET SHOW

DADA PUDUM JEE

The very first event, i.e. Mohan Veena Recital of
VIRASAT 2020 was organised on 24th Feb in the
presence of Pt. Vishwa Mohan Bhatt Ji. He was
given a red carpet welcome by the senior
volunteer. Around 200-250 people gathered in
the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel auditorium to
experience the soothing performance. An
interactive session was also held where he shared
his experiences and musical journey leaving
everyone inspired. 

Virasat Series
2019-20

On 25th Feb, the famous puppeteer Shree Dadi
Pudum Jee engrossed the audience with the
beautiful puppet show organised at Sardar
Vallabhbhai Auditorium. This show was
dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi Ji. It reflected a
glimpse of his life story, his journey to different
countries. After this mesmerizing show, an
interactive question-answer round was
conducted where audience was eager to know
more about Pudum Jee's shows, arts and
works.

24th Feburary 25th Feburary
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CALLIGRAPHY WORKSHOP 
QAMAR DAGAR JI
On the other hand, the second workshop which
was conducted by Qamar Dagar Ji, was the
pictorial calligraphy workshop. Around 30
participants were there in the workshop,
including teachers. The workshop concluded
successfully with participants learning the
beautiful art of calligraphy.

There were two workshops conducted
simultaneously. One of the workshop named
DHRUPAD, a genre in hindustani classical music
from the Indian sub continent for classical music
vocal was perfomed by the eminent artist, Ustad
Wasifuddin Dagar Ji. Around 20 participants were
there in the workshop in all the three days.
Students learned about tanpura, pakhavaj and
dhrupad . Also, on 2nd March 2020, the students
performed the dhrupad form of music with
Wasifuddin Dagar Ji. 

On 29th feb , a meditative session was
conducted by prof. P.L. Dhar Ji. It was a 7
hours long session and the main objective
was to increase the concentration power
and change the mind set. Hospitality team
managed everything amazingly. 
Holistic meals were provided for all the
participants during the day long
workshop.

26th- 28th Feburary29th Feburary

DHRUPAD MUSIC (VOCAL) WORKSHOP

USTAD WASIFUDDIN DAGAR JI
MEDITATION SESSION

PROF. P.L. DHAR JI

26th- 28th Feburary
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DHRUPAD RECITAL 

BY USTAD WASIFUDDIN DAGAR JI

A  joyous heritage walk to Humayun Tomb was organized on
1st March 2021 in which around 30 students under the
guidance of SPIC MACAY volunteers, as the overall incharge
participated. We witnessed the historical nuances and 
 mesmerizing beauty of the monument. Learning the tales of
the past and bygone times, which have some untold stories
will definitely incorporate rich values amongst the students
and provide us an insight into our cultures and enhance
responsible citizenship.
Such educational ventures will go a long way in making 
 students realize the importance of cultural consciousness
and cross-culture appreciation. It educates us about the
morals of different religions and societies, thus teaching us
to respect all religion, community and much more.

The event was held on 2nd March 2021 in the
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Auditorium, Maharaja
Agrasen College. The dignitary invited was  Ustad
Wasifuddin Dagar ji, an eminent  Dhrupad 
 vocalist maestro.  
Music speaks what cannot be expressed, It
soothes the mind and gives it rest, heals the
heart and makes the whole flow from the
heavens to the soul. The performance  began
with Ustad ji singing the beautiful tunes of divine
Dhrupad music along with the college students. 
The learners seemed curious and Ustad ji was
more than happy to interact with them through
questions and answer session. He taught them
the importance of their Indian Culture and how
important it is to protect it and be taken forward
by the new generation. He also made the
students learn about various raga and sur. 

HERITAGE WALK TO HUMAYUN TOMB 

1st March

2nd March
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ANVESHANA SERIES
 

KATHAK DANCE CONCERT

MOVIE SCREENING (SONAR KELLA)

ACADEMIC
YEAR 2020-2 1

 SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter organised a
classical dance performance by KATHAK GURU
VIDUSHI SHOVANA NARAYAN ji (Padma Shri
Awardee) as a tribute to all our teachers.
Deeply entrenched in Hindi and Sanskrit
Literature and Hindu philosophy, Vidushi
Shovana ji's performance was marked with
depth of emotions along with the
vivaciousness imparted by rhythmic brilliance.

 

WE believe 'To love your country, is to
know it better'. 
ANVESHANA - Know your India series
will focus on creating a learning
environment which provides the basis of
knowing, experiencing and inculcating in
our daily lives, the mystic values that are
embedded in our country's heritage .

Celebrating the Birth Centenary year of
Satyajit Ray , we successfully screened the
Movie - Sonar Kella on 8th November 2020
in collaboration with Qissa, the Film Making
and Photography society of MAC. 
Sonar Kella is simple, yet one of the most
beautiful works done by the great Indian film
director, writer, illustrator and music
composer, Satyajit Ray. He is widely
considered as one of the greatest filmmakers
of all time.

SEPTEMBER 12, 2020

OCTOBER 17,2020

NOVEMBER 8, 2020
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INAGURATION OF ANVESHNA
 JANUARY 26, 2021

VIRASAT 2021
 JANUARY 16 - 28 , 2021

JANUARY 23, 2021
FRESH BEGINNING

Every year SPIC MACAY organises cultural event
VIRASAT which is a tapestry of Indian heritage- its
beauty, grace, values and wisdom. This year due

to pandemic, SPIC MACAY organized a 13-day
long VIRASAT 2021 in online mode for the very

first time and that too successfully and
beautifully. Students came across lots of artists

and their art works like dancing, painting, singing,
etc. .

This year, i.e. 2021, SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter
came up with new wings. With the admission
of new students, many young vibrant minds

joined our society and with the support of ECA
we were able to grow further. 

Even in this pandemic time, our society
members and teacher coordinator worked

with full energy and dedication. Everyone  in
the society worked hard in these tough times,

faced all the hardships . Their consistent
efforts brought success in all events .

 .

On the prestigious occasion of 72th Republic
day, SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter launched

Anveshna series with an aim to spread the
knowledge experience of the rich culture of

India. As India is a diverse country having
many cultures and traditions, Anveshana
series thus makes every individual aware

about the Indian heritage and culture. 
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KOODIYATTAM
SPIC MACAY MAC successfully conducted the
1st event of our Virasat'21 series i.e an old age
Theatre form Koodiyattam on 16th Feb 2021.
Around 160 people were present in the event.
The eminent artist SHRI MARGI MADHU
CHAKYAR JI performed the play of
"BALIVADHAM ACT of BHASHA". He played
each and every character in a beautiful manner
and watching him live was a site to behold. We
also had an interactive session where we got to
know about the origin of this art and that this
art demands more attention and value to
sustain.

Virasat Series
2020-21

MADHUBANI PAINTING WORKSHOP
Our team of SPIC MACY MAC successfully
conducted a 5 day Madhubani Painting
Workshop from 17th Feb 2021 to 21st Feb 2021 by
the eminent artist Mrs. Puja Jha Ji, under
guidance of Neerja Ma'am. About 50 participants
of age groups varying from 10-15 years,
experienced the art forms to its fullest. In a
progressive manner, students experienced the
Mithila Art, starting from Fish, Kadamb tree,
Bride, Sun and finally a complete scenery of
Radha and Krishna. The workshop was very
interactive and received amazing positive
feedbacks from the participants. Everything was
coordinated through a WhatsApp group, Active
participants also received certificate of
appreciation.

16th February

17th-21st February
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We conducted a virtual tour to the NATIONAL
GALLERY OF MODERN ART on 22nd Feb 2021
which was orated by Mr Argha Kamal Ganguly
Ji, Assistant Curator of NGMA. It was a virtual
walk of the art gallery. Argha Ji told us about
various paintings, their artists as well as their
features. We also got to know about the places
and entrances of the museum. Participants
were very excited and their effective response
made the walk even more beautiful. 

VIRTUAL TOUR (NGMA , NEW DELHI)

22nd February

SPIC MACAY MAC in collaboration with 'Natraj' The
Dance Society of MAC successfully conducted a 3-day
long Kathak Dance Workshop from 24th Feb 2021 to
26 Feb 2021 by one of the most eminent Kathak
exponents, Guru Smt. Geetanjali Lal Ji. She started
with Lord Ganesha's Bhajan and after that we learnt
Bhoomi Pranam, Mudras, Taal combinations and
different Kathak Dance steps. It was attended by
almost 60 participants. She beautifully taught
everyone about the extensive foot works and  facial
expressions,  

KATHAK DANCE WORKSHOP

24th-26th February

We witnessed a concert of Rajasthani Folk Music on 23rd  
Feb 2021 by one of the most admirable artist Mr. ANWAR
KHAN LANGA JI. He performed some absolutely mystical
folk songs like Kesariya Balam, Khanan Khan, etc. We got
to witness the unique jugalbandi of the instruments as
well.
We also got an insight about Mr. Anwar Khan Langa Ji's
life and his musical journey. He learnt folk music from his
father and started performing from a very young age of 8
years. After his performance an interactive session was
organized where he stressed on the importance of folk
music in our lives and emphasized on its need of
preservation. 

RAJASTHANI FOLK MUSIC

23rd February
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SPIC MACAY Maharaja Agrasen College Chapter in
collaboration with 'Inquizitive' - The Quiz society
of Maharaja Agrasen College, conducted the 6th
event of our annual fest series VIRASAT'21 on 27
Feb 2021.

The Quiz on Rudra Veena was an initiative to take
out the research work done by SPIC MACAY MAC
team, under 'Anveshana' to the masses. Therefore,
a presentation session was held, followed by an
online quiz. All the students participated with
great enthusiasm and were delighted to know
about Rudra Veena.

QUIZ ON RUDRAVEENA

27th February

RUDRA VEENA CONCERT 
''Save the tiger and also the RUDRA
VEENA"- By following this perspective we
are glad to share among all that SPIC
MACAY MAC successfully conducted the
last event of the VIRASAT '21 on 28th Feb
2021 by one of the most prominent artist of
RUDRA VEENA, USTAD MOHI BAHU'UD-
DIN DAGAR JI. Every string of this
instrument when played touched the heart.
The artist beautifully introduced the
Dhrupad Art form to everyone. At last, an
interactive session was held amongst the
artist and the participants.

With this, we concluded our 13-day long
series of events VIRASAT'21.

28th February
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Northern Himalayas: The Greater Himalayas
 
 
 

F e a t u r i n g

Jammu & Kashmir

Himachal Pradesh
Ladakh

“To Know your Country, is to Love it Better.”
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The rich heritage of India, one of the world’s oldest civilizations, is
an all-embracing confluence of religions, traditions and customs.
The highlights of Indian heritage lies in the treasures of its art,
architecture, classical dance, music, flora and fauna, and the
innate secular philosophy of its people. A visit to the heritage sites
is like a walk through history, changing lanes with every dynasty
that ruled Indian soils. The finesse of Indian handiwork, the
richness of silk and cotton textiles, the ethnicity of jewelery-
everything has come down as a heritage from ancient times and
is being kept alive generations after generations. Even food in
India is a legacy and part of Indian heritage; differing in look and
taste in every state of India.

Moving towards our aim to explore and ‘To know and love our
country better’, we focus on creating a learning environment
providing the basis for experiencing and inculcating in our daily
lives, the mystic values that are embedded in our country’s
heritage. For the same, we plan to work on a specific cultural and
artistic theme. Our team members as well as volunteers and
anyone interested will get a chance to be a part of Research work
supervised by our Research & Networking team. We believe that
a research into the vast ocean of our cultural heritage will help in
filling the gaps and serving the noble cause.

Classical Dance
Hindustani Classical Music (Vocal)
Classical/Folk Music (Instrumental)
Folk Music and Dance
Theatre Forms
Textile
Painting
Handicrafts
Cuisines
Heritage Sites
Yoga & Meditation

Here are the highlights of the work done so far:Here are the highlights of the work done so far:

Series!Series!
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Dance is an ancient and celebrated
cultural tradition of India. The three

main components of Indian Classical
dances are - Natya (the dramatic

element of the dance i.e. the imitation
of characters), Nritta (the dance

movements in their basic form) and
Nritya (expressional component i.e.

mudras or gestures).

Dance is nature. Listen to your heart, it
dances with its own rhythm. The biggest

thing that classical dance and music does
to you is help attain balance between your

mind and soul”
                         

- PANDIT BIRJU MAHARAJ 
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Sangeet Natak Akademi recognizes eight
styles of Indian Classical Dance

Notable Personality : 
Pt. Birju Maharaj

State : Uttar Pradesh

KATHAK

Notable Personality :
Upasana Manhattan

State : Tamil Nadu
 

BHARATNATYAM

Notable Personality :
Sunanda Nair
State : Kerala

 

MOHINIYATTAM

Notable Personality :
Anjana Moyee Saikia

State : Orissa
 

ODISSI

Notable Personality :
Krishnakshi Kashyap
State : Assam

SATTRIYA

Notable Personality :
Bobby Chakarvarty
State : Andhra Pradesh

KUCHIPUDI

Notable Personality :
Kalamandalam Gopi
State : Kerala

KATHAKALI

Notable Personality :
Rekha Talukdar
State : Manipur

MANIPURI

02 25*To experience the different Indian Classical Dance forms given above, 
Click on the name or image.

https://youtu.be/fSN0GKvP2qE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVIRN1foDGk
https://youtu.be/KzEN21owtBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paR3REyP8l0
https://youtu.be/Fl3g-RUYE3w
https://youtu.be/GBbcYtkqVKQ
https://youtu.be/LGenhXKGjE0
https://youtu.be/nj0KxUVnII0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paR3REyP8l0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVIRN1foDGk
https://youtu.be/Fl3g-RUYE3w
https://youtu.be/LGenhXKGjE0
https://youtu.be/fSN0GKvP2qE
https://youtu.be/KzEN21owtBw
https://youtu.be/GBbcYtkqVKQ
https://youtu.be/nj0KxUVnII0


Kathak is an age-old dance form of India and one of the
eight classical dances recognised by Sangeet Natak
Academy.

The term kathak is derived from the Vedic Sanskrit word
'Katha' which means 'story' and 'Kathakar' which means
'storyteller'. In the ancient time Kathakars used to
communicate stories from the great epics and ancient
mythology through dance, songs and music. Apart from facial
expressions, the Kathakar tells various stories through their
hand movements, extensive foot work, body movements and
flexibility. Kathak has both Hindu and Muslim Gharana, which
makes it quiet unique. It includes Urdu Ghazals and
commonly used instruments brought during Mughal Period.
Stylistically, the Kathak dance form emphasizes rhythmic foot
movements, adorned with small bells (ghungroo) and the
movement harmonized to the tune of music.

Bhakti movement was a revolution started by
the Hindu saints to bring religious reforms by
adopting the method of devotion to achieve
salvation. This movement resulted in various
rites by practising rituals of devotion among
the Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs in the Indian
subcontinent. Their method of expression was
to sing devotional compositions in the
temples, Gurudwaras and Masjids. The most
prominent leaders of the Bhakti movement
were Ramananda, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu,
Guru Nanak and Kabir Das.

Kathak evolved during this period , particularly by incorporating the childhood and stories of the Hindu
God Krishna, as well as independently in the courts of North Indian Kingdoms. Kathakars used to
communicate stories from the great epics and ancient mythology through dance, music and songs.
Kathak was seen as a significant mean to infuse devotion in the people during the Bhakti movement.

Common Musical instruments used to accompany Kathak: 
Bansuri, Tabla, Esraj, Ghungaru, Harmonium, Pakhawaj, Sarangi, Sarod, Santur. Sitar, Surmandal, Tanpura.

Kathak 
 Classical Dance of Northern India

Insight into the History!

The term kathak is derived from
the Vedic Sanskrit word 'Katha'

which means 'story' and 'Kathakar'
which means 'storyteller'.
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    Kathak was passed on from
generation to generation through

Guru-Shishya Parampara.

This is one of the main reasons that different
teachers developed slightly different traditions of
Kathak over a period of time, which later on came
to be known as Gharanas.

Kathak has four prominent Gharanas, named after
the cities where the Kathak dance tradition evolved:
Lucknow, Jaipur, Banaras and Raigarh with basic
differences in styles. 

The Lucknow and Banaras Gharana emphasizes
graceful movements and facial expressions while
the Jaipur Gharana focuses more on footwork and
Raigarh Gharana is somewhat a combination of all
the other three Gharanas.

Gharanas

KATHAK'S ORIGIN DATES TO ANCIENT
TIMES WHEN GROUPS OF PRIESTS
WENT ABOUT RECITING STORIES OF
RAMAYAN AND MAHABHARAT USING
MUSIC AND DANCE.

KATHAK FOCUSES MORE ON FOOTWORK
AS COMPARED TO THE HASTA MUDRAS
OR HAND MOVEMENTS.

THE STORY OF RADHA AND KRISHNA IS THE
PREDOMINANT THEME OF KATHAK.
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BHARATNATAYM WAS BANNED
BY COLONIAL BRITISH
GOVERNMENT IN 1920 

IN KATHAKALI, MALE ACTORS
TRADITIONALLY WEAR CLOTHES
OF FEMALE DANCERS, USE
ELABORATELY COLORED MAKE
UP, COSTUMES AND FACE
MASKS.

IN KATHAKALI, STORIES OF THE
INDIAN EPICS ARE DEPICTED
THROUGH DRAMA.

MANIPUR DANCE IS ALSO
KNOWNN AS JAGI.

Traditionally, the Jaipur Gharana has had a
strong spiritual flavor covering a diverse range
of ideas in Vaishnavism and Shaivism.

The Jaipur gharana traces its origins to Bhanuji,
a famed Shiva Tandava dancer who upon
visiting Vrindavan was inspired and taught
Natvari Nritya. Bhanuji's grandons, Laluji and
Kanhuji were similarly inspired by Krishna. They
returned to Jaipur, and together they began the
Jaipur gharana of Kathak. The Jaipur style also
developed under the sponsorship of Rajput
rulers, and they favored the Kathak dance with
Hindu religious themes. 
In the modern era, this school has continued
their emphasis on dance and footwork with Jai
Lal, Janki Prasad, Kundan Lal, Mohan Lal and
Nawal Kishore.
Style: Graceful movements and natural poise.
Notable Personality: Birju Maharaj

According to Kothari, the school started with
Janakiprasad from a village near Bikaner who
resettled in Varanasi, but one whose ancestors
were famed dancers and musicians.
Janakiprasad was a dancer and a Sanskrit
scholar, and credited with inventing the bols
of Kathak, which are mnemonic syllables
within the language of this classical dance of
India.
Style: It is known for its Natwari
Composition, where rhythmic syllables
correspond to the sound created by the feet
striking the ground.
Notable Personality: Sunayana Hazarilal

This Gharana was established by the Maharaja
Chakradhar Singh in the princely state of
Raigarh, Chhattisgarh. The king was fond of
inviting dance luminaries of different Gharanas
to his court.
Style : An amalgamation of styles of all other
three older Gharanas
Notable Personality : Chakradhar Singh.

Lucknow Gharana

Raigarh Gharana

Banaras Gharana

Jaipur Gharana
Ishwari, a rural from the village in Southeast
Uttar Pradesh is the originator of Lucknow
Gharana. He was a Krishna devotee and aimed
to develop Kathak dance as a form of devotion
to Krishna. This school thrived after the
collapse of Mughal Emperor, when Kathak
artists moved from Delhi to Lucknow under
the sponsorship of Avadh Nawabs who
favoured Court Dance Culture. In the modern
era, the dance school in New Delhi with
Shambu Maharaj, Birju Maharaj and Lachhu
Maharaj are influenced by the style of
Lucknow Gharana. Here, Kathak choreography
has developed themes beyond Radha-Krishna
and are based on drama works of Kalidasa's
Shiva-Parwati and Bhavabhuti's Malati-
Madhav
So as to highlight the court dancer's theme,
this school has attempted a Hindu-Muslim
fusion style.
Style: Emphasis is given to technical aspects of
dance such as footwork and spins.
Notable Personality: Rajendra Gangani
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*To experience the different  Gharanas',
Click on the subheadings.

https://youtu.be/BxOEhj5oXIM
https://youtu.be/fJ7U1z9-KpE
https://youtu.be/JLbxuFp3WZ0
https://youtu.be/2GUOToiabkY


"THE SUCCESS OF
INDIAN MUSIC AT
THE OSCARS IS A

GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT".

- GULZAR
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Hindustani Classical Music is one of the two distinct
schools of Indian Classical Music practiced mainly in
North India. Although Hindustani music is primarily
based on elements of ancient Vedic tradition, It has
been heavily influenced by Persian, Arab and
Afghan elements which have added a new
dimension to Hindustani music. It is based on the
Raga system and is vocal-centric.

There are ten main styles of singing in Hindustani
music like the Dhrupad, Khayal, Tappa, Chaturanga,
Tarana, Sargam, Thumri and Ragasagaram, Hori and
Dhamar.
Thumri is very lyrical in its structure and
presentation. These forms are termed as 'semi' or
'light' classical. Thumri is a love song and hence the
textual beauty is very important. 

Rasoolan Devi, Siddheshwari Devi are prominent
musicians of this style.
Dhrupad music is spiritual. It does not seek to
entertain, but to induce feelings of peace and
spirituality in the listener. Dhrupad was initially
sung only in the temples, the singer facing the
Lord. One significant characteristic of Dhrupad is
the emphasis on maintaining purity of the Raga.

 

Although Hindustani classical music is focused on
vocal performance, a number of musical
instruments are also strongly associated. There
are some purely instrumental forms of
performances, such as the theme with variations
known as gat. The most prominent instruments
are the sitar, sarod, violin, sarangi, flute, shehnai,
harmonium, santoor etc.

Music is said to be “the art of sound
in time, organized to the principles
of pitch, rhythm, and harmony”.
Indian classical music has
developed through complex
interactions between different
people of different races and
cultures over several thousand
years.  The two dominant genres of
Indian music are North Indian
Hindustani classical music, and
South Indian Carnatic classical
music.

DHRUPAD MUSIC IS SPIRITUAL. IT DOES NOT SEEK TO ENTERTAIN, BUT TO

INDUCE FEELINGS OF PEACE AND SPIRITUALITY IN THE LISTENER.
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Agra Gharana is rooted in Nauhar Bani, which is
traced back in 1300 AD. The style of singing is
distinguished by exuded deepness in the voice,
which makes the compositions soulful, creating a
resonating effect. It was founded by Haji Sujan
Khan and also by Ustad Ghaghe Khuda Baksh. The
most notable singers are Faiyaz Khan, Khadim
Hussain Khan, and Zohrabai.

Bhendi Bazaar Gharana is one of the oldest 
 Gharanas in Indian Classical Music. It came into
the picture in the year 1890. The founders of this
Gharana are Chhajju Khan, Nazir Khan, and
Khadim Hussain Khan. The most renowned
disciples of Bhendi Bazaar Gharana are Lata
Mangeshkar, Manna Dey and Begum Akhtar.

GWALIOR GHARANA IS THE OLDEST GHARANAS IN HINDUSTANI MUSIC, IT IS ONE OF THE
OLDEST KHYAL GHARANA. THERE ARE MANY GHARANS THAT ACTUALLY ORIGINATED FROM
GWALIOR GHARANA. NATHAN PEER BAKSH AND NATHE KHAN WERE THE TWO PEOPLE WHO
FOUNDED GWALIOR GHARANA THE 16TH CENTURY.

This is one of the oldest Gharanas of Indian
classical music and has simple singing style,
melody, and rhythm. Most of the songs from this
Gharana are ‘Bandishes’, that use a variety of ‘Tans’.
Miya Tansen started it, and some of the most
notable musicians are Krishnarao Shankar Pandit
and Raja Bhaiyya Poonchwale.

This is the most prolific Gharana in Indian classical
music. The singing style predominantly focuses on
the perfect intonation of ‘Swaras’. It has roots in the
foundation by Ustad Bade Ali Khan, who was a
player of ‘Rudra Veena’. The most notable
exponents of Kirana Ghara are Bhimsen Joshi, Firoz
Dastur, and also Prabha Atre.

Gharanas in Indian Classical

Music is an age-old tradition. All

the Gharanas have distinctive

styles and manners in which

they sing the notes. This Guru-

Shishya concept is called

‘Gharanas’ in Hindustani

Classical Music. There are 10

prominent Gharanas in India.

HARMONIUM ISN’T AN INDIAN INSTRUMENT, IT WAS FIRST DESIGNED BY ALEXANDRE
DEBAIN IN 1840 IN FRANCE, WHO PATENTED HIS HARMONIUM IN PARIS ON AUGUST 9, 1840.

Gwalior Gharana

Agra Gharana

Kirana Gharna

Bhendi Bazaar Gharana
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https://youtu.be/VBAM9p3C1ZM
https://youtu.be/mhn332KX4M4
https://youtu.be/2mRF6eUuDeQ
https://youtu.be/OR477r7AGes


This is predominantly Khayal singing. Alladiya
Khan started it in the late 19th century. Jaipur-
Atrauli Gharana is famous for its unique
Layakari, and also the rich repertoire of ragas.
Contemporary disciples of this Gharana are
Ashwini Bhide Deshpande, Raghunandan
Panshikar, Shruti Sadolikar, and also Sanjay
Dixit.

Rampur-Sahaswan Gharana is Indian Classical
Music Gharana, with its roots in towns of
Rampur and Sahaswan (North Uttar Pradesh),
which Ustad Inayat Hussain Khan had founded.
The singing style features medium-slow
tempos, a full-throated voice. In popular music
or Bollywood, Hariharan, Sonu Nigam, and
Shaan have done many such renditions.

‘Patiala Gharana’ is one of the Gharanas in
Indian Classical Music, which was founded by
Ustad Fateh Ali Khan, and also Ustad Ali Baksh.
Patiala Gharana has both kinds of singing –
‘Thumri’ and ‘Khyal’. The most famous
exponents of Patiala Gharana are Pakistani
ghazal singer Gulam Ali, and also the
contemporary singer Shafqat Amanat Ali.

This Gharana was founded by Ustad Amir Khan.
The singing style is the amalgamation of the
styles and essence of the singing of legends like
Abdul Wahid Khan, Aman Ali Khan, Rajab Ali
Khan, and Abdul Karim Khan. Furthermore, the
songs have slow tempo, raga development,
melody, and rare use of ‘Tihai’.

This is the most modern Gharana in Indian
Classical music, which is known for its vocal
duets, most notably represented in modern
times by musician brothers Nazakar and
Samanat Ali Khan. Also, in the words of Ustad
Shafqat Ali Khan, “It is a Dhrupad Gharana with
Khyal ka Andaz.”

MUSIC-MAKING IS REGARDED
PRIMARILY AS A MALE ACTIVITY.
WOMEN ARE TRADITIONALLY
ALLOWED TO SING ONLY ON THREE
OCCASIONS: WHILE WORKING IN THE
FIELDS, WHILE ATTENDING ALL-
FEMALE WEDDING PARTIES AND
WHILE ATTENDING SHRINES DURING
ANNUAL WOMEN'S FESTIVALS.

GUPTA ERA (320 TO 550 AD) IS
CONSIDERED AS THE GOLDEN ERA IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN
MUSIC.

BAGESHWARI QAMAR IS THE FIRST
WOMAN SHEHNAI PLAYER OF INDIA.
BAGESHWARI QAMAR LEARNT
SHEHNAI FROM USTAD BISMILLAH
KHAN. SHE WAS CROWNED SHEHNAI
QUEEN AT CHANDIGARH IN 1983, THE
YEAR SHE MADE HER DEBUT. QAMAR  
HAS RECORDED A JUGALBANDI WITH
USTAD BISMILLAH KHAN APART
FROM SOLO CASSETTES. SHE
REPRESENTED INDIA AT THE BHARAT
MAHOTSAV AT RUSSIA IN 1988.

This is a Khyal based music apprentice clan in
Indian classical music, which was founded by
Ustad Ghagge Nazir Khan of Jodhpur.
Compositions of Mewati Gharana have Sufi and
Kirtankar influences, and the songs have theistic
and spiritual elements. Some of the most
famous exponents of Mewati Gharana are
Pandit Abhyankar, Smt. Kala Ramnath.

Patiala Gharana

Mewati Gharana

Jaipur-Atrauli Gharana

Rampur-Sahaswan Gharana

Indore Gharana

Sham Chaurasia Gharana
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*To experience the different Gharanas,
Click on the name.

https://youtu.be/kXVQP-6aaIo
https://youtu.be/Q0gxcvAnQt4
https://youtu.be/z3FMc0ERdbE
https://youtu.be/iaH9tfh9MTI
https://youtu.be/PHqpiqay-Y8
https://youtu.be/FkD0UTXGzhQ


“Each instrument has a
spirit that can Guide you to
say what they want to say.
So that’s what we are
discovering with tabla.”
-Ustad Zakir Hussain

INSTRUMENT
A folk instrument is a musical

instrument that developed among
common people and usually does not

have a known inventor. It can be made
from wood, metal or other materials.
Such an instrument is played during

performances of folk music.
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Daman, Surna and Piwang are the main musical instruments of Ladakh, almost all the
folk dance and songs are dependent on these simple instruments.

LADAKH

Is an instrument made of copper
and looks like a big bowl, with a
copper side covered with the
leather of a cow. There are 360
musical tunes that have evolved
and are based on Daman and
Surna.

DAMAN

PIWANG
A string instrument made from
willow or apricot wood and has
similarities with the violin. Piwang
is very popular among the
nomadic people who live with
their herds in the high Changthang
plateau and is played with their
popular dance called Jabro.

It is made up of willow and looks
very similar to a Shehnai. At the
top of the Surna pipe, one finds
seven holes on the front, with two
at a back, duly decorated by laying
coral and turquoise stone on it.

SURNA
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*To experience the instrument, Click on the name.

https://youtu.be/QlD6GB_dkXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGcae_u6F08
https://youtu.be/_oyyReIQVPA


There are several types of nagara, which is considered
to be the lead instrument in folk ceremonies and
weddings. The nagara differs in size and goes by
various names such as "boyuk nagara" (big nagara),
"cura nagara" (small nagara), "chilling nagara"(played
with drumsticks), "Qoltuq nagara" (drum held under
the arm), gosha nagara (Naqareh) and "el nagara"
(hand nagara).

NAGARA(DRUM)

HIMACHAL PRADESH

RIWANA

The riwana is a type of fretless lute played in
Himachal Pradesh generally with four strings, and an
additional string starting from midway down the
neck, like the American five-string banjo.

The dhantara is a bowed string
instrument found in Himachal Pradesh
state of India. The instrument is similar to
the classical sarangi, but is more
primitive, having only three melody
strings and no tarab (sympathetic
strings). The instrument is popular among
the Gaddi people of that state, and often
decorated with flowers.

DHANTARA
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*To experience the instrument, Click on the name.

https://youtu.be/x0Evz1fsGG0
https://youtu.be/VZQe4p1UW2w
https://youtu.be/59FpEMSSQiE


KARNAL
It is a wind instrument made of brass. This folk instrument is found in Himachal Pradesh. Majorly used
in folk music, temple services, and processions. A long brass trumpet, made in two sections. A mouth
piece and an open conical bell, held diagonally by both hands, and blown through the mouth piece.

DHOL
Dhol is a barrel shaped drum of brass with skin
stretched on both faces by means of a cotton cord
tied through the hoops on both sides. Painted
cotton loops are inserted in the cords. It is played
with a stick and hand and used in Himachali folk
and traditional music and dance sequences.

THE ORIGIN OF THE DHOL IN ASSAM
DATES BACK TO AT LEAST THE 14TH
CENTURY WHERE IT WAS REFERRED
IN ASSAMESE BURANJIS AS BEING
PLAYED BY THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE.
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*To experience the instrument, Click on the name.

https://youtu.be/iG1NrS4x7m8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWjThmWeCoo


The prominent musical instruments played in Kashmir are: 
Surnai, Santoor, Sitar, Tumbaknari, Noot, Rabab etc.

Noot is usually used for collection of water in
rural areas, it is earthenware pot. Reference
has been made in historical books of Kashmir
such as Nilamata Purana of this instrument
(i.e. roasted clay pot players – Bhands),
Kalhana in Rajtarangini refers this instrument
(they played on their bald heads exactly as
the earthen pot instrument were played). In
shape, the Pot of Kashmir is not different
from the Ghatam of South India or the Matki
of Rajasthan.

NOOT (EARTHEN POT)

TUMBAKNARI (GOBLET DRUM)
Tumbaknari is struck by the fingertips to produce
the desired harmonious rhythm called Chal Dab,
Bangda Chall etc. Tumbaknaer is usually used by
women folk at different merriment occasions like
engagements, marriages, piercing ceremonies
etc.

BLOWING THE SHANKHA WAS CONSIDERED THE APPROPRIATE WAY TO START EVERYTHING
FROM RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES TO BATTLES WITH THE ENEMY IN THE STORIES OF THE
RAMAYANA AND MAHABHARATA.
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*To experience the instrument, Click on the name.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onwVa_p2CEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2rBBD2kwy0


RABAB
The present day Rabab is made of seasoned
mulberry wood. It is about 3-3.5  feet in length. One
end of the body is round and the diameter is about
a foot. The round part is covered with parchment.
This round part gradually joins the neck by
becoming curved and narrow.

Among the musical instruments, Santoor occupies an important place in Kashmiri music. Sufiana
singing is not possible without its accompaniment. These days, it is gaining popularity even outside
Kashmir. It's sweet tapping create a feeling of romantic mood whereas its soft tunes remind of the
tranquility of the otherworld, which suits the mystical temperament of Sufiana music. Santoor has
been used for mosques in Kashmir since the thirteenth century. A favorite traditional instrument is the
santoor (Shata-tantri-veena), a hundred string percussion instrument which is played by the goddess
Sharada (the goddess of learning and art in ancient Kashmir).

THE SITAR'S SOUND HAS A MUCH HIGHER PITCH THAN THE GUITAR. ORIGINALLY THE SITAR
HAD 3 STRINGS BUT NOW THEY CAN HAVE 4-7 STRINGS.

ALONG WITH THE SITAR, THE SAROD IS ONE OF THE MOST PROMINENT INSTRUMENTS IN
HINDUSTANI MUSIC. THE SAROD IS KNOWN FOR A DEEP SOUND. IT IS PLAYED WITH A PICK
MADE OF COCONUT SHELL.

SANTOOR
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*To experience the instrument, Click on the name.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHb9mR6VMMI
https://youtu.be/zPOS3cxxjcA


SAAZ-E-KASHMIR
Saaz had not originated from Kashmir.
Since it has remained in vogue in Kashmir
for centuries without any major
modification, people preferred to call it
Saaz-E-Kashmir or the musical instrument
devised in Kashmir. It is played with a bow,
as such it is easier for the player to get
microtones out of it.

THALUZ
It is widely used in the folk functions of Kashmir.
Thaluz is mentioned in Kalhana's Rajatarangini and
Nilamata Purana. The use of instruments is mainly
confined to the temples. On Saturday nights, in
temples of Kashmir, usually Jagran's are performed
and many musical groups do kirtans, the whole
night. Thaluz is then played by the performers, to
summon the deity in invocation to the place of
worship.

Swar-nai, a 'sushir vadya', holds an important place
in the folk music of Kashmir. This instrument has
been mentioned in Nilamata Purana and in
Kalhana's Rajatarangini. Swarnai holds the same
place in Kashmir folk music as the Shahnai in the
Indian music. This is the reason why Swarnai is also
called Shahnai in Kashmiri music.

SWARNAI
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https://youtu.be/XX0MT6sWHFk
https://youtu.be/0tD97ZJaHrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiFLYCjb7Iw


India’s different religions have
contributed to making its culture  
diverse and unique.

The  cultural diversity  makes
Indian Folk culture (region
specific) very interesting and
colorful. In a country whose cities
boast of ballrooms and dancing
classes, it is refreshing to see folk
dance continue to hold its
ground. It remains an integral
part of India’s culture. 

Indian Folk music is a rustic
reflection of the large Indian
society. It has been drawn largely
from tribal music but is different
from it. Indian folk music has
many forms including Bhangra,
Dandiya, Lavani and Rajasthani,
most of which are dance
oriented.

   “Folk Dance and Music is

the artistic expression of the

people” 

                 - Michael Milter             
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*CLICK HERE: To experience Indian 28 states folk dances
and traditional dances.

*CLICK HERE: To experience Folk music of india  
.

https://youtu.be/8GbxmGKUQRc
https://youtu.be/jwDqBl3n4bw
https://youtu.be/jwDqBl3n4bw


Dumhal is a famous Indian dance. Dances are the oldest
form of celebration.  The apex of the Indian subcontinent
is the seat to the paradise of the east. Jammu & Kashmir
is truly one of the most exotic places on the earth.  The
Dumhal dance form is one of the famous traditions of
the Jammu & Kashmir rituals. The dance is mainly
performed by the men of the Rauf tribe or some say it is
the Wattal tribe now performed by all genres.
The Dumhal dance is also popular among the people of 
 Himachal Pradesh and Punjab. The origin of this dance
form is quite interesting. Though it is a folk dance still its
root of origin lies from the era of the Sufi movement. It is
said that Dumhal was invented by a Sufi saint. The
wardrobe of the Dumhal dance is quite colorful and
robust. The long attires are ornamented with beads and
are made out of heavy clothes to match the cold of the
Jammu & Kashmir weather. The conical hat is an
essential part of the dance dress. The jewellery is the
accent of the Dumhal dance. The dancers perform the
dance in a group. With the rhythmic beats of the drums
and other percussion instruments, the chorus songs fill
the dance with enigma. The Jammu & Kashmir Dumhal
dance is indeed very popular among the people.

Dumhal Dance

Jammu & Kashmir
Kud dance
Rouf Dance
Dumhal Dance
Hafiza dance
Bhand Jashan
Bhand Pather
Bacha Nagma
Jagarna
Crow Dance
Chowki Nach
Lohri Chajja 
Dance
Heeran Dance
Gojri Dance
Dogri Dance

FOLK DANCES OF  J & K -
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Folk  Dance of Jammu and
Kashmir.

 

https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0
https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0
https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0


Ladakhi Shondol dance has created history yet again by
breaking into the Guinness book of world records as the
largest Ladakhi dance. AIR Correspondent reports 408
women artists in traditional dresses performed gracefully
the Shondol dance on the occasion of the Annual Naropa
Festival. Shondol has broken the previous record of 299
artists dance of Shondol in the 2018 festival.

Shondol is a famous dance, which used to be performed
by artists for the King of Ladakh on special occasions. It
was organized by the Live to Love India, Drukpa
Charitable Trust and Young Drukpa Association. During
the festival, it was not only focused on Zero usage of
Plastic but also sensitized the religious and community
leaders on plastic waste management and recycling.

Shondol Dance

Ladakh
Kathok Chenmo
Kompa Tsum-Tsag
Spao Dance
Mentok Stanmo
Koshan Dance of Leh
Jabro
Shondol Dance
Takshon or Shon Dance
Nyopa Dance
Cha-rtses or Pigeon Dance
Loshon Dance
Brokpa Dance
Alley Yato
Chabskyan Dance
Balti Dance

FOLK DANCES OF LADAKH -
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Folk  Dance of Ladakh.
 

https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0
https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0
https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0


Dev Nati is a traditional folk dance practiced in the
Western and Central Hills of the Indian subcontinent. It
is primarily native to the states of Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand. It mainly originated from Shimla,
Solan, Sirmaur, Kinnaur and Kullu and became popular
across the state and in Chandigarh where Himachali
youth performed this on cultural programmes in
colleges and universities. Nati is performed on
important occasions such as marriages.

Nati , an intriguing dance form belonging to north India
was officially listed as the "largest folk dance in the
world" (in terms of the number of dancers performing)
in the Guinness Book of World Records in early January
2016. This "traditional dance" essentially derives its roots
from the state of Himachal Pradesh, and is also popular
in the union territory of Chandigarh. This folk dance is
also said to comprise different forms that includes
Mahasuvi Nathi, Sirmauri Nathi, Lahauli Nathi, and
Kinnauri Nathi. Furthermore, this folk dance is
extremely popular in the Himachal region, and is
performed frequently at various cultural programmes.

Nati Dance
Nati                                                        
Mala
Demon
Dalshone & Cholamba
Shand & Shabu
Tribal Dances like
Kikali Dance
Dangi
Chhama Chham
Chham Dance
Dandras Dance
Lahauli Dance
Thoda Dance

FOLK DANCES OF 
HIMACHAL PRADESH :

Himachal Pradesh
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Folk  Dance of Himachal
Pradesh.

 

https://youtu.be/enet0gL42u0
https://youtu.be/qkxSk8TP3zY
https://youtu.be/qkxSk8TP3zY
https://youtu.be/qkxSk8TP3zY


Chakri is one of the most popular types of traditional
music played in Jammu & Kashmir. Chakri  songs are
performed  with instruments like the harmonium, the
rubab, the sarangi, the noot, the geger, the tumbaknaer
and the chimta. It is performed in folk and religious
spheres, by the Muslim and Hindu kashmiris.
Chakri was also used to tell stories like fairy tales or
famous love stories such as Yousuf-Zulaikha, Laila-
Majnun, etc. Chakri ends with the rouf, though rouf is a
dance form but few ending notes of Chakri which are
played differently and on fast notes is also called Rouf. It
is a very important part of the Henna Night (Ma'enzi raat)
during weddings.

Jammu & Kashmir
Chakri
Henzae
Rouf or Wanwun
Ladishah
Sufiana Kalam
Hindustani Kalam

FOLK MUSIC OF J&K-

Chakri

DUMHAL IS A CEREMONIAL DANCE
PERFORMED BY MEN OF THE WATTAL TRIBE.
DANCERS WEAR LONG, COLOURFUL ROBES
AND TALL, CONICAL CAPS STUDDED WITH
BEADS AND SHELLS. THEY MOVE IN A
PROCESSION, CARRYING A BANNER. THE
BANNER IS BURIED AND THE MEN DANCE,
FORMING A CIRCLE, ACCOMPANIED BY
SINGING AND A DRUM.
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These instruments are popular among the Changthang
community. The string based musical instruments
accompany the Jabro renditions of the community. They
have their origins in Tibet. Even today, the strumming
pattern and the melody of composition played on these
lutes have an unmistaken influence from the Tibetan
culture.

Drumyan & Piwang (lute) 
Daman (Drums) and
Surna (Oboe)
Drumyan and Piwang
(lute)
Lingbu (Flute)
Harmonica

FOLK MUSICS OF
LADAKH-

Ladakh
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Folk  Music of Ladakh.
 

https://youtu.be/7PAYj321j1A
https://youtu.be/7PAYj321j1A
https://youtu.be/7PAYj321j1A
https://youtu.be/7PAYj321j1A


Ainchali is a religious ballad. The customs of singing
Ainchali in the house of the bride is common among the
farming communities. In this the men-folk go to the houses
of the married couples and sing these romantic Ainchali
songs to the beat of drums or platters of pictures. The
women sing these songs in the house of the unmarried girl.
In these songs, incidents from the marriage of gods like
Shiva and Rama are sung with great gusto.
In the Chamba-Pangi areas, the professional singers go
from village to village with a khanjari (tambourine) and play
on these as they sing. They also use string puppets. They
sing traditional songs from Ramayana and Mahabharata. In
the month of Chaitra, the Doms and Domanis go from
house to house and sing Dholaru songs to the people.

Ainchaliyan

Himachal Pradesh

Jhoori
Laman
Ainchaliyan
Samaskara Songa

FOLK MUSICS OF 
HIMACHAL PRADESH-
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Folk  Music of Himachal
Pradesh.

 

https://youtu.be/l2MfFQ-8jcE
https://youtu.be/l2MfFQ-8jcE
https://youtu.be/l2MfFQ-8jcE


Indian theatre is one the most ancient form of theatres and
it features a detailed textual sculptural, and dramatic
effects. Like in the areas of music and dance, the Indian
theatre is also defined by the dramatic performance. It  is
also defined by the concept of the Natya, which is a Sanskrit
word for drama but, encompasses dramatic narrative,
virtuosic dance, and music.

In different parts of India, theatre is performed in different
and unique ways like in some regions theatre consists of
storytelling through dance and music, in some regions
storytelling is done strictly through dialogues and in some
regions it consists of bits of dance, music and dialogues.

THEATReTHEATRe
“All the world’s a stage

and all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,

And one man in his time plays many parts.”

                                                    ~William Shakespeare
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https://writerswrite.co.za/literary-birthday-23-april-william-shakespeare/


The folk theatre is an integral part of the rural life of Himachal Pradesh.
Every festival, fair and ceremony are blended with folk performance
including dancing, singing, music, and dramatics. Though gradually its
changing and becoming obsolete with time, this ancient pastime is an
important pillar of the cultural heritage of the region. The folk theater was
the powerful way to convey the right messages to the rulers and the ruled.
It is known by various names in various places of Himachal Pradesh. The
people of Shimla and erstwhile Mahasu state call it Kariyala, while in
Mandi, Bilaspur, Sirmaur, and Kangra districts, it is known as Banthada,
Swang, Budechhu, and Bhagtu respectively.

HIMACHAL PRADESH

Kariyala is the most popular form of folk theater in Shimla district
including the regions of Mahasu, Solan, and Sirmour. The theater
form might have got its name from the Karyali village near Theog.
The Kariyala presents in rainbow colors, the pageant of hill
folklore. It expresses the joys and sorrows, love and longing of the
people. The main thrust of the folk theater is entertainment. It is
an impromptu act without any written script and the dialogues
are coined by the Karyalchis or the actors during the course of
performance.
 
Kariayala can be more meaningful, if social evils like child
marriage, exploitation of women, female foeticides etc. are
highlighted. This would make folk theater both entertaining and
instructive. The language is primarily Pahari, but Hindi, Urdu,
Punjabi and English words are added for additional humor by
concocting them.

Kariyala Folk Theatre

The word Kariyala is a distorted form of the
Sanskrit word Kriyala, which means the theater.
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Kariyala Folk Theatre.

https://youtu.be/xDrR_YzUvOQ
https://youtu.be/xDrR_YzUvOQ


This theater form is popular in Mandi district. This folk theater
form is a blend of music, dance and drama. It begins with the
invocation of Lord Shiva and then the forest gods are venerated.
On the behest of the forest gods, Lord Ganesh, the son of Lord
Shiva and the Goddess Saraswati were venerated. There after
the Banthra begins with the blessings of the gods.

The villages of Majhwar, Malwana, Karsonda, Karsog and Kotla at
Drang were the important centers of Banthara artists. The
performance is generally held near Diwali festival and is
accompanied by folk instrumentalists and folk singers or
dancers. The false characters or caricatures or hypocrites were
ridiculed to correct the folly through dialogues, actions and
gestures. The dress of the artists also invoked humor, besides the
profuse use of masks made of wood, cloth cardboard or paper.
The jute was used and colored for long locks of hair called jatas
of saints and sadhus. The abandoned nests of birds were also
used as headgear to inspire laughter or mimic the sadhus. The
subjects of theater included imitation of sadhus, mimicking the
manners of English gentleman and Lady, dialogues of guru and
chela or disciple etc. 

This folk theater is very close to Kariayala with the only
difference of place of performance, the name of theater form,
language, and culture. Banthra has staged a comeback and
various NGOs are now using this powerful folk medium to
spread awareness about AIDS, literacy, social evils and
corruption.

The Banthara Folk Theatre

The word has come from Bhand meaning clown or
jester. The ludicrous dialogues and funny gestures

amused the lords.
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Banthara Folk Theatre

https://discover.hubpages.com/travel/Mandi-The-ancient-town-on-old-silk-route
https://youtu.be/xDrR_YzUvOQ
https://youtu.be/xDrR_YzUvOQ
https://youtu.be/9p0X16gTaZ8


The lower castes of the society were not allowed to perform Banthara
which was reserved for upper castes only. They were not allowed to
satirize the deeds of upper strata of society. So they invented their
own theater called Buddha without any direct reference and used
lyrical renderings.

This theater form was found in Sundernagar and Karsog areas of Mandi
district. In Buddha, the lower caste actors were used to cover their
bodies with the straw of wheat and jute with headgear of a cap fitted
with three horns. The hands too were covered with straw gloves .The
act begins with a devotional song or Bhakti geet followed by the farces
of Buddha, Chandrauli, mascara or the clown, Pahari or rustic etc. The
lyrics of Chandrauli have the fragrance of the soil. When the jogi or
sadhu enters the music changes and the maskara or the clown too
enters. The maskara or the clown is the supposed paramour of
Chandrauli. He amuses the audience with his actions, dialogues, and
gestures.

The Buddha or 
Budechhu Theater Form

It is the folk theater of the Gaddi or shepherds tribe of Bharmour,
Chhatri, Bassu and Saho areas of Chamba district. It is performed in the
spring season when the Gaddis or shepherds come out of the
hibernating nightmare of winters in the higher ranges of Himachal
Pradesh. The protagonists of this folk drama are called Khappar,
Chandrauli, Gaddi, Gaddan, Sadhu, Sahib, Hiran etc.
The Khappar generally wears a long shredded woolen apron wound with
a woolen rope. He wears unusual trousers and turban of uneven size and
covers the face with masks called mohras. Khapper holds a club or staff
in his hand and sways it in the air while dancing or speaking. Khapper is
similar to Sadhu in Karyala and there may be more than three Khappers
in a single performance. A male actor performs the role of Chandrauli

Hiran or Harnatra Theater Form
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This theater form was practiced in Chamba district and the
adjoining region inhabited by the Dogra tribe of Jammu and Kangra.
It originated from the Raas Leela of Lord Krishna at Mathura and
Brindavan and spread to other parts of the country like Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, Jammu, Punjab, and Himachal Pradesh. They too
belonged to the lower castes and conducted their activities by going
from one village to another to entertain the people and to spread
their messages of social appeal.

The performers like other theater forms were dressed in funny
costumes like tattered or shredded gowns or aprons, funny
headgears of grass, long locks of hair made of jute and patched
pajamas to incite the humor just with their presence.
There was no stage for the performance of this theater form. In
addition, the dances in the style of Raas Leela were also performed
to the tunes of folk music. Mansukh is the protagonist or the soul of
the play who ridicules and satirizes the ways of day to day life of
common folk including the religious, secular and political hypocrites
or mischievous characters who harm the social fabric for selfish
motives. The sarcastic language is used to ridicule and amuse the
audience.

Bhagatan or Bhagat Theater Form
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The popular folk theatre of Kashmir called Bhand Pather is a
combination of two words Bhand & Pather. The word Bhand with
its origin in the Sanskrit word “Bhand” meaning comical
behavior. 

Bhand Pather is a distinct Kashmiri performing art
combining mimicry, buffoonery, music and dance, which
emerged some 2000 years ago and reached its
culmination in the tenth century.

 There are three main elements of Bhand Pather: 
 i) Playing Musical Instruments
 ii) Dance (with comical gestures)
 iii) Acting. 

The art of music dance and drama had reached such an artistic
culmination which carved a special place for Kashmir in the
world. According to Kalhana, dancing, music & art w common in
the respectable families and he further states that the Kashmiri
kings had their own group of theatrical performers and theatres
known as “Nalyamandapa.” Kashmiri Drama (Pather) had well
developed and nurtured during the reign of Raja Harsh Dev.

JAMMU  AND KASHMIR

BHAND PATHER

Bhand refers to folk actors and Pather points to
dramatic performance with a greater tinge of

imitation and exaggeration. 
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CLICK HERE: *To experience the Bhand Pather

https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ


T E X T I L E ST E X T I L E S

"The story of textiles in
India is one of the oldest in
the world. The earliest
surviving Indian cotton
threads date back to
around 4000 BC and dyed
fabrics from the region are
documented to as far back
as 2500 BC. 
Khadi, Cotton and Silk are
the raw materials that are
mostly associated with
Indian textiles.

“Textiles arts are versatile 
and can transition from 

use to use, and that is their 
true genius.” 

-Sandra Espinet
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CLICK HERE: *National Handloom Day Courtesy:
Ministry of Textiles, Govt. of India

CLICK HERE: *How was it made? Traditional Indian Weaving

CLICK HERE: *Inside the Indian Textile Industry with
Sadhguru 

https://youtu.be/hUxpV_F55_Q
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/2dVyqj7CjrY
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY


Himalayan region is full of biodiversity with enormous fiber
wealth. There are more than one hundred species known for
fiber potentiality such as Himalayan giant nettle, cannabis, 
 bamboo,  pine etc. Undoubtedly, livelihood and living conditions
of the tribal and traditional people living in the region can be
improved. 
It is a well known fact that the traditional uses of the fibers,
presently available, are the production of handicrafts, ropes,
twines, handloom articles and ethnic wears which add limited
values to these fibers. Such low end products with limited value
addition may not provide enough economic return to farmers
and labors involved. But now the eco-friendly natural fibers have
become more popular in use of apparel and home textiles due to
awareness of the negative impact of non bio- degradable
synthetic fibers.
 Thus work should be done to improve the conditions of tribal
people living there.
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Pashmina is made from the fineness of the cream coloured goat’s wool
having intricate embroidery. Pashmina means soft gold in Kashmiri.
Hand embroidery is done on the shawl which takes more time to make it
an end product. The tedious work makes it one of the costliest fabrics. 

Changthang is the land of the nomads, located east of Leh. The  area is
untouched, unusual and rare. Perhaps what makes it so is extreme
climate, high altitude and remoteness. And since these properties made
Changthang unsuitable for agriculture, the local nomads started rearing
goats - the Changthangi goats. For the goats, these conditions are
perfect. It is these goats which grow Cashmere - the same Cashmere
which is processed in Kashmir to conceive Pashmina shawls. It's not just
today that Pashmina has patronage from around the world. 

There were times when this art was favoured with royal patronage. Like
in the 16th century when the birthplace of Pashmina - Kashmir - was
under Mughal rule, that Pashmina was discovered. And the then Mughal
kings were swooned by the mere looks of it. Later the aesthetics of this
art spread more and French monarch Napoleon Bonaparte gifted his
wife, Josephine, a Pashmina shawl. She is believed to have owned a few
hundred shawls in that time. In Iran, rulers wore as well as gifted
Pashminas within their political practices. Here in India Maharaja Ranjit
decorated his court with hand-embroidered Pashmina shawls and
Fabric. The present scenario isn't too favourable for Kashmiri Pashmina.
Yet Cashmere is even now considered the king of all fabrics which makes
it timeless and a heritage. The dramatic beauty and the ornamental
allure we see on a luxurious Pashmina shawl has a very humble
beginning.

PASHMINA — Kashmir

Kani Shawls or Jamawar
Amlikar shawl
Dorukha shawls
Kashmiri shawl motifs
Pashmina shawls
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Different types of textiles woven in Ladakh

Nearly every item we use here is woven — from clothing to shoes,
home textiles and even accessories for horses.

LADAKH
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Nambu
The main woollen textile is Nambu
(snam-bu), which is used largely for
clothing.

Spu-ruks
Spu-ruks is a 10cm thick, warm,
woollen fabric with a brush-like
texture on one side

Chha-li
It is woven with yak hair (not wool)
and used as a covering for blankets
and rugs.

Phug-shar 
& tsug-tul 
They are strong, waterproof textiles
that also make blankets and coverings,
tsug-gdan is the material used for
carpets.

Ta-gal & lu-gal
It helps in  making saddle bags, and
ma-gdan is a saddle rug placed on
the horse.

Phir-gyis
It is a strong bag for carrying for
grains, which also has an interesting
design.

Ray-bo
It is yak hair woven into fabric that
nomadic people use to make their
houses and tents.
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Kullu and Kinnauri shawls are handwoven from three types of
wool: Merino wool, Angora wool and Local sheep wool. Their
geometrical patterns have religious meaning and the colors of
the thread used for embroidery represent the elements of nature
— water (white), air (green), earth (yellow), ether (blue) and fire
(red). Frame looms are mainly used to weave the shawls and the
embroidery is done by hand.

KINNAURI SHAWLS

It is said that weaving has been practiced in Himachal Pradesh
for at least 5,000 years. Master weaver Dhuni Chand stated that
the art of weaving decorative motifs on wool garments began in
the Kinnauri village Shubnam, and that the craft came to Kinnaur
from Tashkent, in Uzbekistan, via China and Tibet. The fact that
Kinnauri weaving was influenced as a result of their location
along this busy trade route is evident in many of their traditional
motifs, such as the diwar-e-china (great wall of China).

HIMACHAL PRADESH

Lingchay
Galicha
Dhan
Chuktu
Aasan
Lokpa
Pattoo 
Patti 
Thobi 
Numdah 
Gudma 
Kinnauri shawls
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“"I dream my painting, and then I

paint my dream. "

 - Vincent van Gogh”

Indian painting has a very long
tradition and history in Indian
art. The earliest Indian
paintings were the rock
paintings of prehistoric times
such as the petroglyphs found
in places like Bhimbetka rock
shelters. Some of the Stone
Age rock paintings found
among the Bhimbetka rock
shelters are approximately
10,000 years old. India's
ancient Hindu and Buddhist
literature has many mentions
of palaces and other buildings
decorated with paintings, but
the paintings of the Ajanta
Caves are the most significant
of the few ones to survive.
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CLICK HERE: *The Paintings of India - The Art of India

https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/5xpJeO_syN4


Basohli paintings are among the great achievements
of Indians. Basohli paintings are said to have been
described as Poems in colors. The paintings are
marked by strikingly blazing colors, bold lines, rich
symbols and peculiar features giving an accumulative
impact of highly sensuous environs. Besides the
paintings bring out extreme emotion combined with a
lyrical sense of Basholi landscape.

Basohli Painting

Calico Painting

Calico Painting is the popular block printing technique
of Jammu and Kashmir. It is done on hand woven
cotton cloth using wooden blocks and vegetable color.
The printed clothes are used as cool, comfortable, floor
or bed coverings.
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https://www.india9.com/i9show/-Jammu-and-Kashmir/Samba/Jammu-and-Kashmir-13583.htm


Dragon painting         

Fresco painting, seen on the walls of all temples,
monasteries and palaces, originated from ancient
buddhist cave art. Thangkas are religious painted
scrolls depicting Buddhist deities, traditionally done
on cloth. Over the years, techniques like embroidery
and applique have been added. They are believed to
be pictures of the spiritual worlds. Thangka is a
traditional form of Buddhist art with Tibetan, Indian,
Chinese, and Nepalese influences.

FRESCO PAINTING
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Kangra painting is the pictorial art of Kangra, named
after Kangra, Himachal Pradesh, a former princely state,
which patronized the art. It became prevalent with the
fading of Basohli school of painting in the mid-18th
century. And soon produced such a magnitude in
paintings both in content as well as volume, that the
Pahari painting school, came to be known as Kangra
paintings. Though the main centres of Kangra paintings
are Guler, Basohli, Chamba, Nurpur, Bilaspur and
Kangra. Later on this style also reached Mandi, Suket,
Kullu, Arki, Nalagarh and Tehri Garhwal (represented by
Mola Ram), and now are collectively known as Pahari
painting, covering the style that was patronized by
Rajput rulers between the 17th and 19th centuries.
Pahari paintings, as the name suggests, were paintings
executed in the hilly regions of India, in the sub-
Himalayan state of Himachal Pradesh. It is in the
development and modification of Pahari paintings, that
the Kangra School features. Under the patronage of
Maharaja Sansar Chand (c.1765–1823), it became the
most important center of Pahari painting.

KANGRA PAINTINGS

LEELA PAINTING
RADHA KRISHNA
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The Handicrafts of India
are diverse, rich in
history, culture and
religion. The craft of
each state in India
reflects the influence of
different empires.
Throughout centuries,
crafts have been
embedded as a culture
and tradition within
rural communities.

"A glass pitcher, a wicker basket, a tunic of coarse

cloth. Their beauty is inseparable from their function.

Handicrafts belong to a world existing before the

separation of the useful and the beautiful.” 

           -Octavio Paz
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CLICK HERE: *12 famous handicrafts
CLICK HERE: *Handmade movie
CLICK HERE: *Official handicrafts of each state in India
CLICK HERE: *Handmade in India Documentry

https://youtu.be/N_4zZHBB3aE
https://youtu.be/4B5iSH7zdUk
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/4B5iSH7zdUk
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/N_4zZHBB3aE
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/fJLZmhd4y4U
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/Xv_F2NovCYU


Kashmiri Carpets

Tabriz Design Kirman DesignArtibal Design
The origin of hand knotted carpets locally known as "Kal baffi" dates back to the 15th century after
which it progressively attained a high degree of perfection. It is said that Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin
brought carpet weavers from Persia and central Asia into Kashmir to train the local inhabitants. 

There are different types of knots and in Kashmir the Farsi baff and the Persian system known as
Sehna, or Sinneh, knot is originally used. The designs reveal itself along the weft lines in wool or
silk, while the warp is drawn in cotton. Quality and hence value, is determined by the number of
knots to the square inch and fineness of the material used. Kashmir also excels in manufacture of
silk carpets. Designs and patterns in Kashmir carpets continue to be predominantly inspired by
classical Persian and Central - Asia rugs. Thus Kashmir has been creating Kashan and Kirman,
Tabriz and Isfahan, Meshed and Bokhara .
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Carved Dining table in floral design, carved
walnut wood-work is among the most
important crafts of Kashmir. Kashmir is now
one of the few places in the world where
walnut is still available at an altitude of 5500-
7500 feet above sea level. The wood is hard
and durable, its close grain and even texture
facilitating fine and detailed work. It also
presents visually interesting effects with mere
plain polished surfaces in fact in contemporary
products, plain surfaces and small carvings are
preferred, especially on trays, tables, bowls and
similar items. A variety of articles, both
decorative and utilitarian, ranging from small
items like bowls, trays, cigarette boxes, wall
plaques and table lamps to screens, bedsteads
and larger items of furniture are carved in
walnut wood. Four main types of carving are
usually practised in Kashmir-raised, engraved,
undercut and plain. The carving of furniture
and smaller items is an elaborate process and
involves a high degree of skill and
craftsmanship. The carving is done with the
help of small indigenous tools. The art of wood
carving is mostly centered in the city of
Srinagar.

Carved Dining table in floral design

Sofa - cut work chinar motif

Writing table with drawers in floral design

Carved walnut wood-work is
among the most important
crafts of Kashmir.

Wood Carving
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Fruit Bowl in Mugal Miniature with almond
design.

Bowl with embossed floral in rare
gold.

Dolli (Almaria) in Mugal Miniature and floral
design in real gold.

Papier Mache

Kani Shawl in 
Dubadar Design

Kani Shawl in 
Almond Motif

The basic fabric is of three types - Shah Tush, Pashmina and Raffal.

Kashmiri Shawls
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WOOD CARVING / CARPENTRY

CARPET WEAVING

LADAKHI GARMENT MAKING

EMBROIDERY

NAMDA MAKING

SILVER FILIGREE/ BLACK SMITH

CLAY MOULDING (SCULPTURE)

PAPU (SHOE) MAKING

POTTERY MAKING. 

BASKET MAKING.

STONE (MANI CARVING) 

HOSIERY/HAND KNITTING ETC.

POTTERY MAKING

Pottery making in Ladakh is a traditional
practice which was adopted during the
reign of kings. At that time use of
earthenwares was at large since no other
materials were introduced.
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CHAMBA RUMAAL

METAL CRAFT

JEWELLERY OF HIMACHAL

PRADESH

STONE CARVING

HIMACHALI CAP

KULLU SHAWL

PULLAS
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To read about a country's
cuisine isn't simply to go
looking for 'good things';
it is also to know better-
by means of the recipes-

the customs and the
richness of a place, and
the spirit of those who

inhabit it. It is, above all, to
participate in the

symbolic celebration of
the shared past.

You have to respect the culture you are
cooking in, yes, but you have to respect
the palate you are cooking for, too, and

you have to adjust to that palate.
                                     - Ranveer Brar
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CLICK HERE: *Famous cuisines from each state 
CLICK HERE: *Best Indian cuisines

https://youtu.be/2-5du2oVM5g
https://youtu.be/TPO9AjB50cc
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/2-5du2oVM5g
https://youtu.be/2-5du2oVM5g
https://youtu.be/DA_GBNw43FQ
https://youtu.be/9OHbJQ90hfY
https://youtu.be/TPO9AjB50cc


Rogan Josh Modur Pulao

Yakhni Lamb Curry Kahva

Lyader Tschaman Kashmiri Baingan

Matschgand Thukpa

Sheermal  Nadir Monji
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Thukpa

 Skyu Tingmo

Chhurpi (Yak cheese) Butter tea

Khambir
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Kullu Trout fish: Scrumptious DelicaciesKullu Trout fish: Scrumptious Delicacies Kaale Chane ka Khatta: Spicy EscapesKaale Chane ka Khatta: Spicy Escapes

Tudkiya Bhath: Delicious BitesTudkiya Bhath: Delicious Bites Dham: Exceptional Thali StyleDham: Exceptional Thali Style

Siddu: Traditional DishSiddu: Traditional Dish Bhey: Scrummy DelicacyBhey: Scrummy Delicacy

Mittha: Sweetened RiceMittha: Sweetened Rice Tibetan Dishes: Palatable CuisineTibetan Dishes: Palatable Cuisine
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H E R I T A G E  S I T E S
                           “A concerted effort to preserve our

heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational,

aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies – all 

of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

                                                            - Steve Berr

  India is one of the top
countries in the world with
a great number of world
heritage sites. Considered
to be of immense cultural
and natural value, all of
these heritage sites in
India have their own story
and come with rich facts.
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The Shalimar Bagh in Sanskrit means
the 'Abode of Love'.
Shalimar Bagh is a Mughal garden in
Srinagar , Jammu and Kashmir.
The Bagh was built by Mughal
Emperor Jahangir for his wife Nur
Jahan in 1619.
It is also known as Shalimar Garden ,
Farah Baksh and Faiz Baksh.
The Bagh is considered the high point
of "Mughal Horticulture".
It is now a public park and also referred
to as a “ Crown of Srinagar".
The garden is famous for the “ Chini
Khanas " or arched niches , behind the
garden Waterfalls.

Jammu & Kashmir
SHALIMAR BAGH
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 It is located in Leh district , Ladakh and
Rutog country, Tibet.
Pangong Tso is popular for its changing
colour ability . It's colour changes from
shades of blue to green to red.
It is one of the highest (4350m) altitude
lakes in the world that is filled with saline
water.
Tourists are allowed to visit the lake till
spangmik village because of the lakes
proximity to Sino India border.
The lake at its broadest point is around 5
km in width. In fact the total length of the
lake is 134 km.
Though it is a saline water lake, it freezes
completely during winters.
No fish or any aquatic life in the lake, except
crustaceans because of brackish water.

  

PANGONG LAKE

Ladakh

 Owing to the beauty and such interesting
trivia, Pangong lake in Ladakh, under the “
Ramsar convention" is in the process of being
declared as a wetland of international
importance. If this happens, Pangong lake will
be the first trans boundary wetland in South
Asia.
 .
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Himachal Pradesh

The great Himalayan National Park is
one of India's National parks, is
located in Kullu region in the state of
Himachal Pradesh .
The Park was established in 1984.
The great Himalayan National Park,
spanning over 1736 sq. Km of Tirthan
and sainj valleys in Kullu district is
another gem.
The park houses several endangered
species of mammals, birds and
vegetation. 
The site is known to have preserved:-
Monal bird, Golden Eagles, Griffon
Vultures, Western Tragopan, Snow
Leopards, Himalayan black bear, Blue
sheep, Musk Deer, Himalayan brown
bear.
The area is highly protected for the
preservation of these species. The
Great Himalayan National Park is the
Habitat for the largest known
population of the Western Tragopan,
an endangered species of pheasants.

THE GREAT HIMALAYAN NATIONAL PARK
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 “Yoga is a symbol of universal
aspiration for health and

wellbeing. It is health
assurance in a zero budget.”

 - Narendra Modi ji
 

The word ‘Yoga’ is derived from the
Sanskrit root ‘Yuj’, meaning ‘to join’ or
‘to yoke’ or ‘to unite’. Yoga is a group of
physical, mental, and spiritual practices
or disciplines which originated in
ancient India. Yoga is one of the six
orthodox philosophical schools of
Hinduism. As per Yogic scriptures the
practice of Yoga leads to the union of
individual consciousness with that of
the Universal Consciousness, indicating
a perfect harmony between the mind
and body, Man & Nature. 77

According to modern scientists,
everything in the universe is just a
manifestation of the same quantum
firmament. One who experiences this
oneness of existence is said to be in
yoga, and is termed as a yogi, having
attained to a state of freedom referred
to as mukti, nirvana or moksha. The
aim of Yoga is Self-realization, to
overcome all kinds of sufferings
leading to 'the state of liberation'
(Moksha) or ‘freedom’ (Kaivalya).



The main sources, from which we get the
information about Yoga practices and the related
literature during prevedic period, are available in
Vedas, Upanishads, Smritis, teachings of
Buddhism, Jainism etc. 

Tentatively, the period between 500 BC - 800 A.D.
is considered as the Classical period. This period
can be mainly dedicated to two great religious
teachers of India - Mahavir and Buddha. The
concept of Five great vows – Pancha mahavrata- by
Mahavir and Ashta Magga or eightfold path by
Buddha - can be well considered as early nature of
Yoga sadhana. The period between 800 A.D. - 1700
A.D. has been recognized as the Post Classical
period wherein the teachings of great Acharya
Trayas - Adi Shankracharya, Ramanujacharya and
Madhavacharya - were prominent during this
period. The teachings of Surdas, Purandaradasa,
Mirabai were the great contributors .The Natha
Yogis of Hatha Yoga Tradition like
Matsyendaranatha, Gheranda, Shrinivasa Bhatt are
some of the great personalities who popularized
the Hatha Yoga practices during this period. The
period between 1700 - 1900 A.D. is considered as
Modern period in which the great Yogacharyas-
Ramana Maharshi, Ramakrishna Paramhansa,
Yogananda, Vivekananda etc. have contributed for
the development of Raja Yoga. The Shadanga -
yoga of Gorakshashatakam, Chaturanga-yoga of
Hathayogapradipika, Saptanga-yoga of Gheranda
Samhita, were the main tenets of Hatha-yoga.

The science of yoga has its origin thousands of
years ago, long before the first religions or belief
systems were born. In the yogic lord, Shiva is seen
as the first yogi or Adiyogi, and the first Adiguru.
Agastya, the Saptarishi who travelled across the
Indian subcontinent, crafted this culture around
a core yogic way of life. Sun was given highest
importance during the vedic period. The practice
of ‘Surya namaskara’ may have been invented
later due to this influence.
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There are only four realities in our body:
body, mind, emotion and energy.           

If we use our emotions and try to
reach the goal then it is called
Bhakti Yoga. This is the path of
devotion.

If we use our intelligence and try to
reach the goal then it is called Gnana
Yoga. This is the path of intelligence. 

If we use our body and actions to
reach the goal then it is called Karma
Yoga. This is the path of action.

If we transform our energies and try to
reach the goal then it is known as
Kriya Yoga. This is known as internal
action.

BHAKTI YOGA

KRIYA YOGAKARMA YOGA

GNANA YOGA

BHAKTI YOGA GNANA YOGA

KARMA YOGA KRIYA YOGA
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DHYAN YOGADHYAN YOGADHYAN YOGA

“Meditation” or “Dhyana” means to go beyond the limitations of the
physical body and the mind. Only when you transcend the limited
perspective of the body and the mind  you have a complete dimension of
life within you. When you are identified as the body, your whole life is only
about survival. When you are identified as the mind, your whole
perspective is enslaved to the social perspective, religious perspective, or
the family perspective. You can’t look beyond that. Only when you become
free from the modifications of your own mind will you know the
dimension of the beyond. 
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S P I C  M A C A Y
Celebrating the Yogic TraditionCelebrating the Yogic TraditionCelebrating the Yogic Tradition
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Hatha yoga is the science of
harmonizing Pingala and Ida;
or the solar and lunar energies
within us so as to prod our
higher consciousness to life.
Hatha Yoga is part of Raja
Yoga. Raja Yoga is the physical
approach to Yoga, also known
as Classical Yoga or Ashtanga
Yoga (eight limbed yoga).

“There is no song or music without Nada, there are no musical notes without Nada,
there is no dance without Nada and the world is filled with the essence of Nada”. 
Naad Yoga is an alchemical process involving sound & emotions, transforming the lead
of our life experience into the gold of self-realization. It is the yoga of sound. All
experience has a sound – whether expressed aloud or not – and the mastery of that
sound, that vibration within ourselves enables us to shape our experience and our life.

Naad Yoga

Hatha Yoga



ANNUAL SERIES OF

SPIC MACAY

A N U B H A VA N U B H A V
S E R I E S  2 0 2 1S E R I E S  2 0 2 1
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To experience an ashram like atmosphere
at home, this year in the month of June
SPIC MACAY aimed at organising online
event 'ANUBHAV 2021' a week-long series
from 21-27 June 2021. It was specifically
curated for school and college students
from across the globe aimed at
connecting the participants with some of
the greatest Gurus through classical
music, dance concerts, workshops, talks,
Naad yoga, Hatha Yoga, theatre, cinema
classics, folk arts, cultural heritage,
ultimately establishing a deep chord with
Indian and world heritage.

 A normal event at ANUBHAV 21 started in
the refreshing morning at 4.00 AM with
yoga session and meditation session
followed by different workshops of
classical dance, Traditional art and
painting, Traditional Theater acting
named Koodiyatam. Afternoon sessions
were all about the talks, movie screening,
and folk performances. In the evening we
got a chance to witness the great Maestros
from the field of Indian classical music
and dance.

SPIC MACAY successfully organised the
whole event starting with making teams
and distributing work roles .
Our work started with encouraging
people to participate in the events and
come up with learning new things and
hundreds of school and colleges were
called to ensure that. This was done by
our Registration Team which made sure
that students participate in large 
 numbers. Our volunteers, Ritika Ojha,
Manish Kumar, Kirti, Priya, Apoorv, Harsh,
Samriddhi, Ankit Yadav, Shrish, Yash
Sharma, Fatima Zaheer, Gunnj Kaushik,
Isha, Harsh Chaudhary, Vaibhav Parmar,
Prikshit, Gaurav, Sameer, Vishesh,
Himanshi, Khushboo, Swati Chauhan,
Arnav Upadhyay, Aamir, Lucky sagar,
Deepmala, Naval Kishor and Vishvas were
involved.

Our work did not end here. Instead it
began here, a lot of preparation was yet
to be completed. Hosting and compering
the event was yet to begin. 

One of our four teams was a Compering
team. It was like a door for students to
explore more and increase their
confidence to face people and to deal
with the queries of the participants. The
compere from our team who were at
spotlight were Isha , Fatima , Deepmala,
Mansi, Samridhi, Sanchi, Apoorv and
Abbey.
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Never behind, our WOW team - Graphic
design played vital role for this event
from making different and attractive
posters for events and combined posters
with beautiful videos as a way to
communicate to people. Apoorv, Ankit
Yadav, Harsh Chaudhary , Gunnj Kaushik
,Sakshi Sharma, Ritika Ojha, Manish
Kumar were the visual communicators
of our society who communicate ideas
to outside people through their art
forms.

Technology is best when it brings people
together and here we are with our
Technical Team  which too play vital
role, be it managing the whole event,  or
being the technical host during the
whole event, or making sure that
everything works fine. Our technical
leaders Vaibhav and Harsh did it
perfectly, making the event successful.

With a supportive team work and
determination comes the best result
and the event was enjoyed amazingly.
All the members of SPIC MACAY had
given their contribution with full
determination. It is rightly said that
"Every drop in the ocean counts". We
thank SPIC MACAY and promise that we
will maintain this legacy for future too.
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TALENT SHOWCASE
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YOJIT

TALENT - BEAT BOXING &
PLAYING GUITAR 

Inspiration:
I started learning beat-boxing to become Mr fresher and was selected for  the
final round in the competition. Now I enjoy it. It's amazing how people can
make different instrumental sounds through their mouth only. I got inspired
to do so when I was watching a viral video of it.

YASH

TALENT - SINGING AND

PLAYING GUITAR
Inspiration:
My source of inspiration was
my paternal uncle who used
to play tabla and Spanish
guitar and I started Idolising
him at a very early age. 
He taught me the basics of
music and from there on I
started learning music by
myself through online
sources.
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Inspiration:
Music is an important part of my life
as it is a way of expressing my
feelings as well as emotions.
I am into singing since i was 10 yrs
old. I never took training in singing it
happened to be my talent by birth. I
respect and adore music all around
the globe so I have many idols and it
keeps changing from time to time.
Music is not a hobby for me. I am
passionate about it. I feel like I am
rejuvenating my soul when I am
singing and playing my instruments.

Inspiration: 
Aipan art is an established-ritualistic folk art originating
from the state of Uttarakhand. The art is done mainly
during special occasions, household ceremonies and
rituals. I got the inspiration for this art from my Mother. I
could see her making this wonderful art in Diwali. I use to
make this painting in order to spend my leisure time .

APOORV tripathi 

TALENT - MAKING

PAINTINGS OF 

DIFFERENT

CULTURES 

Divyanshu Fulara 

TALENT - Music
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।। क�पना� क� ��नया।। 
जहाँ अपनापन हो ,
जहाँ खूब सारे रंग हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी,
जहाँ गोते लगते नीलकंठ हो। 

जहाँ  �हाना सा मन हो ,
�खल�खलाता आसमान हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी ,
जहाँ कु�ँ-कु�ँ शोर मचाते मोर हो। 
जहाँ �हमगीरी के पव�त हो ,
सात सुर� का सरगम हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी,
जहाँ सुबह के उजाल� म� डूबता घना
अंधेरा हो। 

जहाँ नृ�य और संगीत का �ान सागर
हो ,
�सर न खपाने वाले अ�यापन हो,
��नया हो एक ऐसी ,
जहाँ समंु� ही खेल के मैदान हो। 
 
जहाँ बाब� और प�रय� का प�रधान हो
,
जा� क� घड़ी घूमाते ही सब काम हो,
��नया हो एक ऐस,
जहाँ चुटक� बजाते ही चॉकलेट और
आइस��म सामने �कट हो|

और हम सब बाराती हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी ,
जहाँ �सतार� के संग �पक�नक हो। 

जहाँ स�य और देश �ेम का भाव हो ,
��षण और ��ाचार हमारा भूतकाल हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी ,
जहाँ भूख-लाचारी से ना तड़पते लोग हो। 

जहाँ नफरत क� ना द�वार हो ,
रंग-जात-सीमा का न बंधन हो ,
��नया हो एक ऐसी ,
जहाँ सारा �वशव एक प�रवार हो। 

जहाँ शां�त का पया�वरण हो ,
ह�रयाली हमारा वत�मान हो ,
छोट�- सी क�पना है ऐसी ,
सपन� जैसा संसार हो।

ISHA 

TALENT - POETRY 

Inspiration:
Surrounding and nature 
 are my inspiration for
writing poems.
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Inspiration:
At the age of nine, sitting in a park, I
was just trying to draw a squirrel.
When I completed it , I realised how
beautiful the nature is. And from
here, I accelerated my interest in
art & craft.
Whenever I feel stressed, I use to
write something, as we all know "a
paper has more patience than a
human". And from here, I started
my journey of poetry…

PRIYA

TALENT - PAINTING
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Inspiration Behind her poem: 
I don’t know what made me to write this, but it’s just what I learnt,
thought and felt. Thoughts you write will never be regarded as
wrong, some might disagree, but what matters is its your version
of this world. For me, its my passion, something that was hidden
for too long but now it has come out. To me writing is an art, you
paint colorful images with words black and white about people’s
or one’s own mind and actions. To me it comes like an
unanswered fondness because not everything is a question, not
everything has a answer, and not everything requires an
explanation and I like it the way it is.
#MyUnansweredfondness

Vanshika

TALENT - POETRY 

The pointed pencil of art
Which has the virtue to shade the
hearts
And the power to develop the
thoughts 
While cracked in the soul 
The demon is caught 
The creativity flows by the
glamourous wings
Making our world of queens and
kings
Each art is an accord to help us
gain 
What we are looking for is a
mesmerizing rain 
Knowledge is not the resource 
Till you don’t have the creativity to
utilize it.

For bringing it in force 
And those who understand this
elation 
Boost their own determination 
For there is a way of reaching
god
The most legendary accord.
Life itself is a work of art
Create it  as u see it .
Art will help you express what
words cannot . 
Start with imitation, develop
your own style , create life. 
Don’t give up at the failure . 
sometimes lines do not follow
like u want 
Practice well, after all 
Every artist was once an
amateur.
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Sandhya kumari 

Talent - painting 

Deepmala kumari 

Talent - pencil sketching
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Khushboo bhatia 

Talent - painting 

Sakshi Sharma 

Talent - PAINTING
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SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter has always been a platform which not
only promotes the Indian classical music and culture but it also
promotes all the other creative and growing societies of Maharaja
Agrasen College. Collaborating with the different societies, SPIC
MACAY MAC never loses the opportunity to bring new and
innovative events to its audience.

SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter has often collaborated with 'Septune,
the music society of MAC', for workshops and musical concerts
during Virasat 2020. With 'Srijan - Art and Craft society' and
'Nataraj - the Dance society' for Madhubani Painting and Kathak
dance workshops respectively during Virasat'21. We have also
collaborated with 'Markos - the marketing society' during
YUVAAN'21 in the event called 'Incredible India', with 'Qissa- the
filmmaking society', with 'Samyantar - the Hindi theatre society'
and also with 'Inquisitive - the quiz society' during various
occasions like Gandhi Jayanthi, Virasat 2021 and many others. 

Our events often introduces the students to the eminent
personalities via workshops and concerts in the fields of music,
dance, art & crafts. Interacting and closely experiencing the
respected Gurus, is always a delight for students. Thus, students of
various ECA societies like Septune (Music), Srijan (Arts and Crafts),
Nataraj (Dance) do participate with keen interest for Live Concerts
and workshops. And that is how we have always focused on
serving the cause, by organizing and taking the cause to every
student of our institution and country in large.

Collabaration 
With Other ECA Societies
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Meet Our Volunteers
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It is always an enriching and fulfilling experience for all who gets the
opportunity to be an active volunteer of a national movement such as SPIC
MACAY. A beautiful step, popularly named as a journey towards our inner
selves, really brought us a bit closer to our national life, 'Virasat', and most
importantly helped us realize our true potentials. Initially our activities were
limited and restricted to the four walls of our institution but now we possessed
the chance to experience organizational development on a wider scale than
ever before, and to contribute to the movement, in whatever way we can.
Online mode proved to be a little bit challenging but with the zeal to learn and
grow, we managed it pretty well. Volunteers showed their enthusiasm in the
many different activities which were conducted. New entries were invited
through online selection procedures. Everyone gets here a lot of exposure from
managing or hosting an event to nurturing many a values of proper team
coordination, work delegation and completion, etc. 
The recent 13-day long series of events, Virasat'21 was a beautiful experience,
imparting knowledge of our rich values and culture. Those were really
blossoming and vibrant days and we really got to learn a lot from our artists as
well. SPIC MACAY oozes of India's rich heritage, culture and it's pride. To be a
part of SPIC MACAY MAC Chapter is a beautiful experience.

Volunteers Experience
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Images Source
FOLK MUSIC AND DANCE
https://images.app.goo.gl/Sh1JX8WYrRP8rMMy5
https://images.app.goo.gl/trb7DrKfeD6rvXjK7
https://images.app.goo.gl/Cu2stYxioxS8HV379
https://images.app.goo.gl/DCjFRm7xmYNA1vKL6
https://images.app.goo.gl/UXdbGsoeyK85o3tF6
https://images.app.goo.gl/7sRZnG97KhAxt3tV7

THEATRE
https://images.app.goo.gl/rw33HmKbtC83st1w6
https://images.app.goo.gl/Dtc5hwigbtXQfDRe8
https://images.app.goo.gl/q3aozxA2aiNzC3z5A
https://images.app.goo.gl/wfVhJSiDcWkcADXQA
https://images.app.goo.gl/gyTvm9zGoSKXaFqdA
https://images.app.goo.gl/phFb8j2BQDcw8Jfy9

TEXTILE
https://images.app.goo.gl/WmA7Rbrf6TdUZ4Eg9
https://images.app.goo.gl/idPehya8kg2XRrKC6
https://images.app.goo.gl/h6JuD91fuykxmY2BA
https://images.app.goo.gl/BTjXjhVLR4dZReBW7
https://images.app.goo.gl/NSsDUXyzcTZSPRWy7

PAINTING
https://images.app.goo.gl/P4DeoucJAmS3y83LA
https://images.app.goo.gl/SkPRgWMXPEG9tuqA8
https://images.app.goo.gl/VHfS8jJRz67pVNfKA

HANDICRAFT
https://images.app.goo.gl/xNgvFib27Ew1VMcF7
https://images.app.goo.gl/4YFSL5K3KQdJwD6v7
https://images.app.goo.gl/gqxR2pvnzaW6dPvN9
https://images.app.goo.gl/KFxGpRxTEDT4EngD9

CUISINE
https://www.alamy.com/search.html?
ps=100&pn=2&cbstore=0&qt=kashmiri-food
https://www.tourmyindia.com/states/jammu-
kashmir/image/traditional-dishes-jammu.jpg
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/bXjaYPuV-
nbf0gJrZpkLiPbhphFhC
https://www.holidify.com/blog/wp-
content/uploads/2016/09/dham.jpg
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